Publish with Confidence
The Simple Tool Published Authors Use Throughout the Writing Process

iThenticate is the easy to use tool that authors can use to check and re-check their manuscripts to feel confident that their submission will not be at risk of rejection or damage their reputation.

- **Compare Against Scholarly Publications**
  For the most accurate similarity report

- **Easy To Organize**
  Manage all your versions

- **See Matches & Sources**
  Color coded text matches with links

- **Refining Options**
  Exclusions will isolate critical matches

**The Simple Tool Published Authors Use Throughout the Writing Process**

iThenticate is the easy to use tool that authors can use to check and re-check their manuscripts to feel confident that their submission will not be at risk of rejection or damage their reputation.

**Using iThenticate Across The Institution**

**Faculty & Researchers**

Don’t put your reputation at risk with plagiarism errors in your research article. iThenticate makes it easy to collaborate with co-authors and submit a pristine final manuscript.

**Graduate & PhD Students**

Manage the complicated and high-stakes process of writing a thesis or dissertation. Manage citations, multiple revisions, and reviews by advisors with easy to use workflows.
Admissions & Enrollment
Review incoming personal essays to detect any potential plagiarism. Quickly identify applicants that may not fit your integrity goals.

Research Integrity Officers
Oversee and protect the academic integrity of your organization with a tool that works at scale and can easily be adopted across the organization.

Protect Your Reputation
Publishing with confidence means deterring any potential plagiarism and protecting your reputation from the lifelong damage that a plagiarism claim can bring. Have confidence in the work you put your name on.

Top Universities, European Parliament, European Commission, Colleges, and Research Organizations Worldwide Rely on iThenticate

"I have tried several plagiarism detection tools, iThenticate is by far the best and most accurate tool in the market. I highly advise graduate students, professors and researchers to use it."

– Dr. Samer Barakat, Applied Science University, Jordan

Be Part of the Publication Process
More than 1,300 of the top publishers worldwide rely on iThenticate to screen and review manuscripts before publishing them. Feel confident that using iThenticate will give a boost to your chances of acceptance.

Research Integrity Officers
Admissions & Enrollment
Review incoming personal essays to detect any potential plagiarism. Quickly identify applicants that may not fit your integrity goals.
“We are very happy with the iThenticate similarity checks and it is of great help for our editors, referees, and last but not least the reader who wants to find original research for further re-use and citation.”

—Martin Rasmussen, Managing Director, Copernicus Publications

Publishers Rely On iThenticate

Screen incoming manuscripts for originality and potential plagiarism to protect the reputation of your journal from the very beginning.

Through our trusted relationship with Crossref, 1,300+ publishers in their network use iThenticate as a fundamental part of the manuscript screening and review process. Publishers rely on Turnitin’s expansive content database to surface any potential plagiarism issues prior to publication, protecting the journal’s as well as the researcher’s reputation.

To learn more about iThenticate, visit turnitin.com/products/ithenticate